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Amid recent changes in global health, the public interest in travelers' safety has never been greater. This
2016 edition offers the US government's most up to date health recommendations for travelers to
worldwide locations, including disease risk maps, country-specific guidelines, and vaccine requirements and
recommendations. For both worldwide travelers and medical professionals who care for them, CDC Health
Details for International Travel (additionally known as The Yellow Reserve) may be the definitive reference
for preventing disease and damage in a globalized globe. The book also offers updated guidance for
particular types of travel and travelers, including:· Precautions for immunocompromised travelers and
disabled travelers · Assistance for the pregnant, last-minute, or resource-limited traveler· Health
considerations for newly arrived adoptees, immigrants, and refugees · Advice for surroundings crews,
humanitarian aid workers, and healthcare workers planing a trip to provide caution overseasWritten by a
team of professionals at CDC on the forefront of travel medicine, The Yellow Book offers a user-friendly,
vital resource for those available of keeping travelers healthful abroad.
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The typical health reference for foreign travel This book pretty much has all the necessary information
regarding health risks to travelers abroad. Anticipate using this a couple of months before departure, since
some immunizations require a second dose. It really is a reference reserve, not a novel, so it's great for
looking points up however, not exactly a page burner. It's also available on Kindle, handy whilst travelling.
Well organized, easy to find what I'm looking for Surprisingly I think it is easier to use compared to the
website!. Readable. I also used some of the pertinent chapters for a display on parasitic infections to
emergency citizens and medical learners. Finally, very useful helping me plan a medical mission visit to
Honduras. Updates available on CDC website. This edition is surely an upgrade as the maps are more useful
and the info presentation is preferable to in previous . It is usually nice to provide client's with an excellent
"visual" as to why we be sure recommendations. I actually am a South American traveler and stay in
Paraguay . I purchase one for each and every office every 2 yrs. This edition is surely an upgrade as the
maps are more useful and the info presentation is better than in previous versions.. Five Stars Good
resource to have for the regular traveler. Happy reading! Five Stars excellent updated book for all those
doing travel medicine or need a reference for affected person questions Two Stars An excessive amount
of unnecessary detail, insufficient focus on pertinents. Happy reading! A must have for providers dealing
with international travelers. A must. Great information. Very useful. It can provide accurate and up to

date information in addition, it includes reference ot additional sources of information. Easy to read for
medical staff and for lay people. I am a travel medicine specialist which is our "bible". Outstanding resource..
I actually am a South American traveler and stay in Paraguay and or Brazil for 90 days each year. The
book is essential to me. Worth of The Yellow Book This has been a good book for travelers-tourists, but it
did not meet my immediate dependence on more comprehensive country health information. Im an
extremely trained physician and an enthusiast traveler. Very helpful Great information. This reserve is a
must to any traveler. I understand that all the info is on the website but I love the hard copy.
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